In English:
Hardly we have eaten the appearance of "Alku" the solo bucket of Päivi Hirvonen, who came into
our house less than two months ago, or there is already a new work from Finland and Okra
Playground, the "supergroup", in which both Päivi if that other favorite, Maija Kauhanen, is active.
We were a little warmed a little while ago when the EP "Rautasuu" appeared, a picture on which
two songs from the previous album were linked to the title song, which today closed the new fullCD in a revised version. In between, we also had the chance to see Maija live in Halle, and we spent
two weeks at one of five concerts, bringing Okra Playground to some of our cultural centers, so we
were completely in Finnish folk for a few weeks .
Just ascertain: We are totally out of what Okra Playground is starting with the Finnish folk:
wonderful women's voices sometimes sing traditional texts, and the musicians play traditional
instruments like the curved violin or the tilted but by the programmed rhythms that are behind them,
next to the "Classical" percussion, the performance of Okra Playground is something very special.
This is classically intentional but ultra-modern in packaging and you may take it from me: this
works terribly well. The singing of the three ladies (Hirvonen, Kauhanen and Muikku) is simply
unusual: how can the voice be so beautiful, largely on the basis of improvisation, you must hear and
experience it to be able to believe it. Of course: in countries like Finland, the song is still an
important place in daily life and you can hear very well that these three of childhood have sung.
The fact that they have become well-educated musicians now also helps in the elaboration of the
songs and in composing them: just about all members of the group write to the numbers, although

Hirvonen seems to be the main supplier, new songs, on texts that almost always traditionally traded
and translated to today. The fact that classical themes are called as the seasons, the change between
light and dark-which in Finland means something different, which means that in our overexposed
Flanders, the Great Dreams of Man, his ability to experience love, or at least the great joy you know
when you meet De Ware, the way to independence that every child has to take and the risks that
occur on that path are "falling and rising" that's people's life ... those are the universal things that the
band writes about and sings and, even if you do not understand the word of the Finnish language,
that language is so musical and the vocal sounds so immensely beautiful that you feel at least have
to understand the songs one by one.
You understand, reader, once you have listened through the following links. As soon as I set out
these rules, the album was not even released yet she entered n ° 9 in the European world music
hitlist. It must be that others also hear what I'm looking forward to in this delicious album. Now a
couple of summer concerts here, and we are totally contented!
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